Infrared plasmonic meta-modes via near-field coupling of metallic nanorods with split-ring resonators.
We study the anomalous optical properties of lattices formed via periodic arrangement of a plasmonic unit structure consisting of a metallic nanorod and U-shape split-ring resonator. When the units are closely packed, i.e., small lattice constants, and the incident light is polarized along the transverse axis of the nanorods, our results show that the near-field plasmonic coupling of these units leads to a lattice-induced meta-mode. Such a meta-mode is not an intrinsic mode of these units or their constituents (nanorods and split-ring resonator), rather it is formed via capacitive coupling of the split-ring resonator of one unit with the nanorod of another unit. This leads to a unique charge distribution, generating a strong field accumulation at the center of the nanorod. We show that this assimilates a plasmon field profile similar to that of the intrinsic quadrupole mode of the nanorods, although it occurs at wavelengths longer than their dipole modes. Our results show that such a meta-mode generates a narrow dominant optical feature in the infrared range (∼1.5 μm) with significant immunity against the rotation of the lattices.